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Objective. Learning management system (LMS) data from online classes may provide opportunities to identify students at risk of failure. Previous LMS studies have not addressed the possibility of change in student engagement over time. The purpose of this study was to apply a novel statistical technique, group-based trajectory modeling (GBTM), to LMS data for an online course to identify predictors of successful course completion.

Methods. Exploratory GBTM assessed the association of LMS activity (total activity time, dates of activity, and pages viewed) and attendance at virtual synchronous learning sessions with examination performance in a capstone disease-management course delivered in the final didactic quarter of a three-year Doctor of Pharmacy program. Groups were assigned based on trajectories of weekly page-view counts using structural-equation modeling.

Results. GBTM identified three page-view engagement groups (median total page views, n): Group 1, high (1,818, n=24); Group 2, moderate (1,029, n=74), and Group 3, low (441 views, n=35). Group assignment alone was somewhat associated with final grade. Stratification based on consistent virtual synchronous learning session attendance improved predictive accuracy; for example, a top (A or A-) grade was earned by 49.0% and 24.0%, respectively, of Group 2 students with and without consistent synchronous engagement.

Conclusion. Application of GBTM to LMS data, including information about synchronous engagement, could provide early warning signs of potential for course failure, helping instructors to target interventions to at-risk students. The technique should be further tested with alternative LMS data and early in didactics, before patterns of engagement are established.
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INTRODUCTION

Colleges of pharmacy have moved incrementally in the past two decades toward increasing use of digital technologies including online instruction, a trend that accelerated sharply in 2020 and may continue in the future.1-7 Key principles of effective online teaching, including instructor presence and learner-centered instruction, suggest a need for timely support of academically at-risk students to promote student self-efficacy and prevent failure.8,9 However, identification of at-risk students in online environments can be challenging because of physical separation and lack of face-to-face interaction.8

Responding to this need, a small body of work has examined use of learning management system (LMS) data to measure the association of online engagement with student success or identify warning signs of disengagement that may signal a need for instructor intervention.10-14 Few of these studies have been conducted in 100% online-delivered courses, where LMS data provide a relatively complete measure of student activity.10,13 These studies have employed various measures of engagement (eg., total time online; number of discussion posts, mouse clicks, screen, or video views; or chosen activities, such as text-reading versus video-watching), and diverse statistical methods (eg., correlation analysis, decision-tree modeling, regression analysis, and descriptive statistics).10-14

An important gap in this literature is lack of measurement of change in student engagement over time. Except for one study that assessed test-test reliability of mouse click counts, most studies assessed the effects of totals, such as total screen views, summed over the entire course.11 This approach may mask important differences in patterns of engagement. For example, a student at the 50th percentile for total screen views may have viewed 100% of screens in the first half of the class and 0% thereafter or 50% of screens throughout. In that respect, LMS research faces a problem similar to that described in literature on medication adherence, when investigators noted that standard measures, such as percentage of days covered, failed to address the possibility of dynamic change in adherence behaviors, such as gradual versus sudden declines or increases in chronic medication use.15,16
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Health services researchers responded to this problem using group-based trajectory modeling (GBTM), a statistical technique that originated in the behavioral sciences as a way to characterize life courses of chronic criminal offenders. The approach is built on an understanding of human development as a dynamic process that may change over time, making it desirable to study patterns of behavioral change. GBTM is a structural equation modeling technique in which cases are classified into groups based on trajectories, which are patterns of behaviors measured at regular time intervals. For example, GBTM studies of medication adherence often identify groups of consistent adherers, consistent nonadherers, initial nonadherers followed by increased adherence, and declining adherers.

To meet the need for a dynamic measure of student engagement, we applied GBTM to LMS data from a Disease State Management (DSM) course offered during the final didactic quarter prior to advanced pharmacy practice experiences in a three-year Doctor of Pharmacy program that enrolls approximately 140 students annually. DSM is a 4.5-credit capstone course in which case-based lectures reinforce and apply previous didactic coursework on disease states commonly seen in ambulatory-care practice. Although typically delivered in person, the class was offered fully online using recorded lectures in 2020. To augment these lectures, a virtual synchronous component was offered throughout the quarter, in which students could participate in 11 live discussions with a course instructor. Attendance was taken at both the start and end of each virtual session to verify complete participation. All course material was recorded and posted to the online LMS for student viewing. The purpose of this exploratory study was to identify predictors of success, measured as course grade, using LMS data.

METHODS

Total course pages accessed for each of 10 weeks of the class were summed across page view counts captured daily by the LMS and used in GBTM modeling. (See footnotes to the first Results figure for detailed technical information about model construction.) Group assignments were based on a probability threshold of 0.70, meaning the model predicted a ≥70% probability of membership in that group based on the student’s trajectory of page views over time.

Group-assignment construct validity was tested by plotting weekly mean page views, stratified by group, and by characterizing central tendency and dispersion using boxplots and coefficients of variation (COV), a ratio of standard deviation to mean typically used to assess within-group variability in GBTM and other applications. Within-group variability was tested because a successful classification process would be expected to reduce heterogeneity, that is, to make the groups more homogeneous than the sample as a whole.

Additionally, criterion validity was assessed using group membership to predict course grade, with significance of the association tested with the Fisher-Freeman-Halton exact test. When the criterion validity analysis produced a weak association, we stratified each group with a binary indicator of attendance at ≥10 of 11 virtual synchronous learning sessions, intended to represent consistent, better-quality engagement. This post hoc stratification was based on the known association of active engagement with learning.

RESULTS

GBTM stratified students into three page-view groups: Group 1 (high engagement; n=24); Group 2 (moderate engagement; n=74); and Group 3 (low engagement; n=35; Figure 1, top panel). Mean probabilities of membership in the assigned groups were 97%-98%. Five students did not meet the 70% threshold in any group and could not be classified because their weekly page counts fluctuated widely, with no discernible pattern (Figure 1, bottom panel). Plots and COV analysis showed a considerable decline in group heterogeneity and clear between-group distinctions in patterns of page views over time (Figure 1; Figure 2). COVs for total page views were reduced by modeling from 0.60 for the sample overall to 0.24-0.30 for the individual groups, indicating that application of the GBTM technique substantially reduced heterogeneity, measured as standardized within-group variation. Group 1 students viewed considerably more pages than did students in the other two groups, with median total LMS page views of 1,818, 1,029, and 441 for Groups 1, 2, and 3, respectively, over the 10-week course.

Despite this difference, the association of model-assigned group with course grade was modest and nonsignificant (p=.282). The association became stronger, albeit still statistically nonsignificant at a typical alpha threshold of 0.05 (p=.093), after stratification for attendance at virtual synchronous learning sessions (Table 1). An additional post hoc analysis of total LMS hours spent over the 10 weeks further supported the stratification, indicating a negative association between total page views and total LMS hours (median total hours of 59, 75, and 81 for Groups 1, 2, and 3, respectively). Thus, the more pages viewed, the less total time spent, suggesting that modeling based on page view counts alone was inadequate to capture engagement.

DISCUSSION
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This exploratory analysis of LMS data indicated that students could be classified accurately into groups based on page view counts using GBTM. Page view counts alone, the only engagement metric available at the regular intervals required by GBTM, did not successfully predict student achievement until stratification by attendance at virtual synchronous learning sessions was performed. In this respect, we found an inconsistency between predictors of student performance and an assumption of GBTM, that cases do not vary within groups. This need to supplement the insights gained from GBTM with an additional measure of student engagement, virtual synchronous learning session attendance, likely reflects the effects of two factors.

The first is that unlike medication adherence research using GBTM, our findings suggested relatively stable patterns of student engagement. A possible explanation for this finding is that underlying predisposition to success prompts meaningful engagement. One path model analysis suggested that student grade on a prerequisite course was the strongest predictor of performance in a higher-level anatomy class, with LMS engagement measured throughout the anatomy class acting as a mediating factor. This interpretation could explain why consistent, live interaction with instructors, a stable trait measured throughout the quarter, had value as a predictor of success beyond information provided by GBTM. Although that finding does indicate less than the anticipated value in using GBTM for this class, it should be noted that during the final didactic quarter of the curriculum, students’ patterns of engagement and predisposition for success were probably well established. Whether this finding would be similar in Doctor of Pharmacy coursework delivered earlier in the curriculum or for different disciplines is unknown.

The second factor is the limitation of data available in the LMS. Minutes of online time might have provided a better weekly measure of active learning time than page view counts did. The post hoc finding of a negative association between total page views and total online time supports this interpretation by suggesting that some students with many page views clicked quickly through the pages, likely without reading them carefully. Our LMS made minutes of online time visible to instructors only for the entire course, rather than weekly as needed for GBTM. This constraint, along with the wide variety of LMS metrics reported in the literature, suggest a need to use LMS data that represents active learning, such as engagement in interactive tasks or counts of discussion postings. Instructors interested in using this technique could request necessary system modifications from the LMS developer to obtain regular access to additional metrics already being collected.

To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time GBTM has been used to correlate LMS data with student success. Despite the limitations encountered in application of GBTM to this course, our success in classifying distinctive student groups with GBTM suggests the possibility of using this approach not only in pharmacy schools, but also in other higher learning institutions, to help identify at-risk students for early intervention to improve success rates. With the shift to more online courses, additional methods to quantify student engagement will continue to be important, despite LMS limitations.

Unlike blended courses, where in-person instruction makes LMS data incomplete, the abrupt shift to 100% online course delivery in the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic afforded instructors expanded opportunities to evaluate predictors of success. The finding of a potential association between course grade and virtual synchronous session attendance presented such an opportunity and has implications apart from use of GBTM. This finding may be explained by the unique benefits offered by synchronous and asynchronous teaching methods. While asynchronous instruction offers the student scheduling convenience, the opportunity to work at an independent pace, and time to process information, synchronous instruction can increase motivation due to personal connection with the instructor and peer students. Additionally, compared with recorded lectures, synchronous sessions were more similar to the pre-pandemic learning environment, as our students were accustomed to in-person course delivery. Nonetheless, this research adds to a body of work suggesting better course performance when students engage with peers or the instructor, either online or in person. Although this principle is seemingly obvious from the perspective of most faculty, our findings suggest that students working within asynchronous and anonymized didactic formats may be unaware of the need to engage with their instructors.

Several limitations should be noted. First, this evaluation represents the findings of one course offering at one program and is thus limited by a small sample size and limited application outside this context. Second, the context of the movement of the course to 100% online administration was the global COVID-19 pandemic, when students may have experienced additional family obligations and stressors that could have affected their course engagement or performance. Studies done in different contexts might have produced different results. Third, students may have interacted to varying degrees with the course material outside of the LMS, such as downloading handouts to view offline, making study materials, or other active-learning activities. Neither offline engagement nor the possibility of students viewing the material on a peer’s LMS could be measured in this research and remains an area for future inquiry. Lastly, while attendance was taken twice at each virtual session, we did not account for the variable level of student engagement that could have occurred at these sessions.
CONCLUSION

The use of GBTM provided a model for characterizing predictors of student success in a course transitioned to virtual delivery. Early and consistent engagement with course materials in the LMS and participation in virtual synchronous learning sessions may be associated with higher course grades. This information will be used to provide constructive recommendations for students desiring positive course outcomes. To address limitations in use of GBTM in the present study, the technique should be further tested with alternative LMS data and early in didactics, before patterns of engagement are established.
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Table 1. Letter Grade Distribution by GBTM Groups, Before and After Stratification for Virtual Synchronous Learning Session Attendance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group Assignment Only Based on Engagement&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Analysis Stratified by Number of Synchronous Sessions Attended&lt;sup&gt;a,b,c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group 1, Group 2, Group 3</td>
<td>Group 1, &gt;10, Group 1, &lt;10, Group 2, &gt;10, Group 2, &lt;10, Group 3, &gt;10, Group 3, &lt;10, Group 3, &gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N of students</td>
<td>24, 74, 35</td>
<td>8, 16, 25, 49, 23, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage grade distribution&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>%, %, %</td>
<td>%, %, %, %, %, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A or A-</td>
<td>29.2, 40.5, 22.9</td>
<td>12.5, 37.5, 24.0, 49.0, 13.0, 41.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+ or B</td>
<td>37.5, 35.1, 34.3</td>
<td>50.0, 31.3, 40.0, 32.7, 43.5, 16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-, C+, or C</td>
<td>33.3, 24.3, 42.9</td>
<td>37.5, 31.3, 36.0, 18.4, 43.5, 41.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Groups 1, 2, and 3, respectively, are High, Moderate, and Low Engagement based on weekly page-view counts.

<sup>b</sup>Fisher-Freeman-Halton exact tests \( p = .282 \) for group only; \( p = .093 \) for stratified analysis.

<sup>c</sup>≥10 means that the learner attended at least 10 of 11 available virtual synchronous sessions with course instructors.

<sup>d</sup>Course grading scale: A or A- (100% - 89%); B+ or B (88.9% - 82%); B-, C+, C (81.9% - 70%).

GBTM = group-based trajectory modeling
Figure 1. Page View Counts by Week
Panel 1. Mean* Page Views, by Week of Course, Stratified by Bayesian GBTM-Modeled Group

Panel 2. Total Page Views, by Week of Course, Five Students Not Classifiable Using Bayesian GBTM

*Median page views, not shown in this graphic, were similar to the means shown. Groups 1, 2, and 3, respectively, are High, Moderate, and Low Engagement based on weekly page-view counts. GBTM=group-based trajectory modeling. GBTM-modeled group was identified using IBM SPSS AMOS (v 27.0; Armonk, NY) structural equation modeling with linear growth curve analysis over the 10 data points and Bayesian (ie., accounting for prior probability) assignment of students to groups. Variance in slope and intercept were forced to zero (0) because GBTM assumes that the only factor explaining behavior (page views in this study) is group membership, an assumption necessary for computational efficiency and accuracy. Both a 3-group and 4-group solution were tested; only the 3-group solution produced a statistically reliable model. In addition to SPSS AMOS, which requires customized modeling to produce GBTM, software functions for this purpose include Proc Traj in SAS (Cary, NC), crimCV and lcmm in R (open-source software, https://www.r-project.org/), and traj in Stata (College Station, TX).
Figure 2. Boxplots and Coefficient of Variation, Total Course Page Views

*X* marks coefficient of variation, a standardized measure of within-group variation, calculated as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean. Groups 1, 2, and 3, respectively, are High, Moderate, and Low Engagement based on weekly page-view counts.

\[\text{Coefficient of Variation} = \frac{\text{Standard Deviation}}{\text{Mean}}\]